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Research Theme in detail ：Lattice Dynamics and Raman spectroscopy study of 

M2TeO3 (M=Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Tl) crystals  

<Goals> 

TeO2 materials have large nonlinear susceptibility, high refractive index and good 

transmission for visible and infrared rays with a wide range of wavelength. The origin 

of these peculiar properties is considered to be due to their unit-structures such as TeO4, 

TeO3+1 and TeO3. The research target is analyzing TeO2 crystals including alkali metal 

oxides and Tl2O with the clear ratio M/Te = 2. Using the detailed data of TeO3 units in 

crystal structures of M2O-TeO2 (M=Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Tl) the lattice-dynamical 

modeling was performed. 

<Results> 

Following sentence focus on peaks from vibration of Te-O bond. The TeO3 structures in 

K2O-TeO2 and Cs2O-TeO2 crystal had three Te-O bonds of equal length and same 

O-Te-O angles. Hence, K2O-TeO2 and Cs2O-TeO2 crystals were found to have a regular 

symmetry type TeO3. As for Li2TeO3 crystal Li-O (1.91-2.01Å) bond lengths are 

smaller than other M-O (>2.5Å) bond lengths so that Raman spectra were eventually 

split. It was because Li ions could approach to oxygen atoms due to their small ionic 

radius. 

<Achievements> 

We found out the reason why the shape of Raman spectra of M2O-TeO2 (M=Li, Na, K, 

Rb, Cs, Tl) was different each other by lattice-dynamical modeling. 

About the laboratory I belong to（ Number of faculty members and students, Methods 

used in research activity: 

Number of faculty members and students : Approximately 15 persons. 



Methods used in research activity : We made short discussions once a week and 2 times 

long discussions. 

Comments about the workshops and seminars I attended： 

Nothing. 

My Ambitions： 

・I will make a research more efficiently. 

・I will attend some international institutions. 

Advice and suggestions for young researchers who will visit partner schools and other 

institutions： 

Please do not hesitate to tell researchers in abroad laboratory your English listening 

skill. 

 

 

 

Picture with my supervisors 

The room where I did calculation modeling. 

Picture of restaurant with laboratory member 


